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The purpose of this paper is to explore the intertwining relationship between ethno-cultural identity and
architecture, using Hong Kong and Macau as case studies. The analysis of such intertwining relationships is
based on a theoretical framework that draws from theories of ethnic identity and architecture. The research
focuses on the change of Hong Kong and Macau identities before and after the sovereignty of both cities
returned to China. The paper documents how the relationship between the Hong Kong and Macau identities
and architecture is manifested through the process of their own constructions, deconstructions and
reconstructions. This dynamic process is examined in the context of political, social and economic changes.
However, this paper argues that the trajectories of change in identity and in architecture are not necessarily
linear and parallel but convoluting. The paper concludes with three theoretical propositions. The convolution
can be explored at the state level where construction of a state identity (sovereignty) coils with (re)construction
of state architecture signifying the sovereign state. Such effort is conscious, explicit and top-down. Second, the
identity of the cities as places, as different from the state, is manifested as the integral part of all architectural
built forms that outline the skyline of Hong Kong and Macau. The formation of this skyline is subject to
negotiation among the state, the people, and private property developers. Third, identity is a product of
negotiation that takes place at both state and local levels. The meaning of architecture that signifies the
identities of the cities occurs through negotiation, between government and citizens, of spaces and place uses.

Hong Kong and Macau Identity at a Crossroads in the Post-Colonial Era: 
Tracing the Dynamics through the Lens of Architecture 

The Sovereignty of Hong Kong returned to China in 
1997 after 150 years of ruling under the British

Protest against the demolishment of a colonial symbol, Queen’s Pier, which used to be a dock for 
Royal uses and a public place now planned for commercial buildings, malls, and highways over the 
water along the coast line.

The then pier missed by some Hong Kong people 
who think the pier symbolizes the Hong Kong identity.

The construction site now.

Taken from the Peak.  The people 
complain about losing the already 
narrowed harbor by landfill such as 
the project to 
replace the Pier.
The “fragrant harbor”,
means Hong Kong is losing
the name of the place. 

Citi Bank (left, American), HKSB (middle, British), and  China Bank (right, Chinese), 
an architectural statement about their business and financial power in Hong Kong 
which is recognized as the financial center of the East.

Wan Chai indoor market and the outdoor one, meant to be demolished for 
luxurious apartment buildings.  The local residents do not want to give up
the traditional shopping life style, and demanded the government to keep the
structure, later realized as one of the only two survived Bauhaus markets in Asia.
The market now becomes a symbol of traditional Hong Kong life.  It is an example 
of the revival of the value of a piece of iconic architecture.  The people won!

China

Some HK people want to declare this Red House as HK a heritage building, 
where Dr. Sun Yat-sen (the father of China) had meetings for the revolution.  
Yet how could Hong Kong (mainland China) allows this private owned house 
that is the only place in HK where Taiwan flags can be hoisted. 
A contested identity!

The Square has been declared as the world heritage, 
symbolizing Macau’s colonial past.

The former high court and now legislative 
Council. A symbol of the colonial past.

The HK Reunification Monument

Further down into the Square at dusk.

The Tower of Macau symbolizes the reunification after almost 400 years of Portuguese ruling. 
Yet what is the new role of Macau in China, Asia, and the world? Macau is proud of the its World 
Heritage site (the white long stripe in the map), and the Chinese traditions, but one of the local 
heritages (Casino culture) can no longer develop as the laws states.  Macau cannot compete with 
HK as a financial center.  Other than being a popular tourist city, Macau is at cross-road, 
searching new directions.  Would it just be just an integral part of Southern China? What can be 
built  (developmental and architectural) to signify its identit(ies) for the future?




